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INTRODUCTION

Why a Life with Animals?
I took Pepsi, my German Shepherd, for our early morning walk, through the woods and by an
old Buddhist Temple deep in the Thai countryside near my home in southern Chonburi
Province. I realised that I have been taking morning walks like this, with a variety of dogs, in
many different countries, for the past fifty years. Ever since I was nine, I have loved getting
up at 5.00 a.m., going out with the dog in the quiet of the countryside, and watching the world
wake up. There is deep contentment in just being out with the dog and breathing the fresh
morning air. It is definitely the best time to meditate and think. For the past thirty years my
walks have involved a stop for T’ai Chi or Kung Fu training, as the dog explores, hunts for
rabbits or squirrels, and comes back to check I am OK. In as much as I have had good ideas
and inspired plans, these have always come to me on early morning walks. Many of my ideas
and thoughts on life have revolved around animals and nature.
I have loved nature for as long as I can remember. Animals have always played an important
role in my life. I have always strongly objected to animal cruelty and mistreatment. I joined
the World Wildlife Fund (now the World Wide Fund for Nature) in 1963 when I was ten
years old. In the same year they serialized Rachel Carson’s “Silent Spring”, in the Fund’s
magazine, “Animals”, this was a pioneering work in environmental thinking, that documented
the devastating effects on birds and animal life through the agricultural use of DDT based
pest control chemicals. Heavy going for a ten year old, but I worked my way through it. At the
same time I joined the “Campaign Against Cruelty to Animals”, which was particularly critical
of modern industrialized agricultural methods such as veal calves in tiny pens, and battery
farming for eggs and broiler houses for chickens. I spent a lot of time in the library reading
reference books and borrowing anything on animals, zoology and animal behaviour.
I objected strongly to the unnecessary killing of animals, and consequently I became a
vegetarian at the age of eleven. I also opposed the cruelty involved in the mass production of
meat in factory farming, and in slaughterhouses. Later when I realized the wasteful and
inefficient use of land to produce crops to feed animals for meat production, rather than use
the land to produce crops to feed people directly, then I knew I had made the right decision. I
have remained vegetarian ever since for the above reasons.
My Mother said I could become vegetarian when I was old enough to cook for myself. So I
learned to cook as an eleven year old, and I just got on with it. Pretty soon my Mum had
scaled down her cooking, and most of the family meals were cooked by me, which meant that
they were eating veggie meals regularly. My sisters said my meals were better than Mum’s,
probably only true because I was making more effort, and Mum was fed up with cooking for a
family of six. My sisters were happy to be vegetarian if that was what was available. Being
vegetarian in the 1960s and 70s was regarded as decidedly cranky or eccentric. On hearing
that I was veggie, some people seemed to take it as a personal challenge, and tried to
convince me to eat meat. Since I was always happy to engage in an argument, and had made
sure I mastered the facts and the case for vegetarianism, I was happy to defend my position.
My father, who probably got fed up of my cooking, and craved meat, even tried to get it back
on the family menu. He pointed out that the food scientists at his university, who specialized
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in researching the production of synthetic meat, usually spun protein from soya, all tucked
into real meat in the staff refectory. I said that it was probably because they preferred the
taste, which was understandable, because those early commercial soya based synthetic
meats that I had tried, all tasted like cardboard; and I added that his colleagues needed to
improve on their work.
I got my first dog when I was nine. She was a collie-terrier cross, called Misty, who came from
a local farm. She went everywhere with me: exploring the woods and lanes around Otley in
West Yorkshire, swimming in the river, camping out under the trees. She even tracked me on
the two-mile walk to school one day and I had to get permission to take her home during
morning break, only after she had received a full quota of petting and admiration from my
classmates, who crowded around us in the playground. Sadly, she only lived to about sixteen
months old. She caught a bad case of distemper and was paralyzed in one leg. The Vet said
she had to be euthanized. It was of course devastating for a ten year old. I wasn’t able to get
another dog for two more years as my parents were planning a move south to
Gloucestershire or Worcestershire. They assured me that I could get a dog after the move. In
the two-year wait, I studied everything I could on dog care, training and disease prevention,
so that I would be ready for my new dog, and reduce the chance of a recurrence of the loss of
Misty. I must have got it right, as my new Sheltie, Vicky, lived to 16 years old, and was a
healthy, contented and well trained little dog, who also went everywhere with me.
While waiting for the time I could get my new dog I continued to keep hamsters. These were
the delightful friendly brown or golden Syrian hamsters, which no longer seem to exist in the
wild, and the last sightings of wild Syrian hamsters was about 2,000 years ago, under the
Roman occupation around the time of Christ. I read somewhere that laboratory research had
shown that the heart rate of a hamster went up, presumably in fear or anxiety, every time
humans handled them. Clearly none of my hamsters had read this research. They loved being
handled. They were allowed free run of my bedroom at night or my lounge when I later
bought my own house. If I scratched the carpet and called them, they would run up to be
petted. Admittedly, they were initially bribed with nuts to do this. But as they became more
confident, if I sat on the floor, they would come up and climb all over me, and my Shetland
Sheepdog, without prompting and without the presence of food bribes. Perhaps the lab
hamsters in the research didn’t like being handled by “scientific researchers”. One of my
hamsters was named “Rover” in honour of John Peel’s hamster. Rover had a favourite game,
which I called his “lemming game”. He would climb up the front of the upholstered sofa, run
along the top of it, and then jump down onto the carpet, a distance of about four feet. He
would then run round to the front of the sofa and repeat the exercise. He would repeat this
routine for about twenty jumps, until I would insist he had a rest as he was making me dizzy,
and would give him some nuts. He would pause to eat his nuts or stash them in his pouch,
and then be off again at the lemming game.
My youthful interactions with people were not always as successful as those with animals.
Once I was vaguely attending a cricket match in Winchcombe near Cheltenham. My Dad was
playing and I was just hanging about with Vicky, my Sheltie, after a long walk on Cleeve Hill. I
was about thirteen and not very interested in cricket, not enough action for me; I liked
playing football, rugby and cross-country running. Some posh boys surrounded me, asking if I
were a “day boy”. I didn’t like their patronizing, superior and slightly threatening attitude. I
had never heard the term, “day boy” before, as I had always gone to state schools, but I
figured out what they were asking. In public school (i.e. private school) jargon, they wanted
to know if I was an “oik,” which means a common person who goes to state school. I said yes I
went to school and came home every day, and that my school interestingly had girls in it, not
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just boys. They were very sniffy and said going to boarding school was best as it taught them
how to be independent. I said that was interesting, and asked if they ever cooked their own
meals? No, all their meals were served in the school refectory or by the “help” at home. That
was what I figured. I asked them if they went on long walks and camped out overnight on
their own, no again. I asked them if they had dogs and knew how to train and care for them?
One said he had a dog at home and his Mother looked after it. Then I asked them if they had
girlfriends, no again. I said I had various girlfriends from school over the past three years,
which was true. So I said that they didn’t sound very independent to me, but very restricted
and just like being in prison. I also said that the other thing I learned as a “day boy” in a
“county” (i.e. state) school, apart from how to relate to girls, was how to fight, so if they didn’t
stop bothering me they would find out how.
My love of animals and nature was greater than my feelings for people. As a youngster, I was
always ready for a fight. I also had a lot of practice because I changed schools a lot due to my
parents’ fondness for moving house, so I was frequently a new boy, and had to prove myself
with fists or a football, or both, at each new school. With the bunch of public schoolboys
mentioned above, a fight didn’t ensue, and I was learning to use my tongue more rather than
my fists. Partly due to that and similar encounters, I have always mistrusted public school
boys (that is private school boys in the U.S. context), and their arrogance and patronizing
manner, often concealing a very limited worldview and limited experience and often, equally
limited intelligence. My mistrust seems to be entirely well placed, given the public school
morons running the government who are destroying the UK economy, health service, social
welfare, and education at the moment.
It was my concern for nature and the environment and my strong feelings about the way
animals are treated individually, which led me to an interest in Hinduism and Buddhism.
When I was fifteen and becoming interested in religious, ethical and philosophical issues, I
started reading about these religions and the cultures from which they emerged. On realizing
that higher caste Hindus and many East Asian Buddhists are vegetarian, and rejected the
killing of animals, I was fascinated. I devoured translations of The Bhagavad Gita, Upanishads
(Hindu texts) and the Dhammapada, a core early Buddhist text, and read everything I could
on Gandhi and Vinobe Bhave and the Indian struggle for Independence, linked, in the case of
these teachers, to the cause of animal welfare and respect for nature. The Buddhist, Hindu
and Taoist texts and teachings abound with stories of animals. In my recently published book,
“Buddhism, Skillfulness and Mastering Life”, I give three of these stories from the Buddhist
tradition, along with a detailed commentary (See chapters: 4.5.6).
Many of the Buddhist animal stories revolve around the previous lives of Shakyamuni
Buddha, in which he is reborn as a noble and virtuous animal, intervenes to help other
creatures or humans, and often loses his life in the process. In Hinduism, the early
incarnations of the God Vishnu, are mythical animals: a fish, a tortoise and a boar, followed by
a half man half lion; these are always creatures with great powers and ethically elevated. A
later chapter in this volume is devoted to my favourite Hindu animal story; the account of
Prince Yudhisthira and his faithful dog. I record it later in this book, even though the story is
from the Great Epic the Mahabharata, and didn’t happen to me personally, but its message
has been profoundly important in my life, so I think its inclusion is justified. When I first read
the story at the age of 16, I was even more convinced of the wisdom of Hinduism, and Asian
religions.
In the course of my reading I also discovered, Tolstoy, St Francis of Assisi and Albert
Schweitzer, the Swiss Protestant Theologian turned physician, who turned his back on the
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life of a privileged University Professor to be a mission doctor in Africa, who linked his
mission to a deep love and care for nature. So I knew that some Christians were imbued with
a respect for nature and love for animals, but in the main these ideas were either explicitly
rejected by Christian Theologians such as Augustine of Hippo and Thomas Aquinas, or
ignored by the majority of other Christians. On reading of the Hindu and Buddhist teachings
which make it clear that human status in the cycle of rebirth did not give humans the right to
brutalise, exploit or even kill animals to meet unnecessary demands for food, I knew I had
come to a set of teachings I could respect and embrace. It felt like coming home to a
worldview I had always fundamentally held. When I later learned to read Pali, Sanskrit and
Chinese, and could study the original texts, as well as gain an understanding of how these
teachings work out in the context of Buddhist practice, both monastic and lay, I could reach a
more nuanced perspective. I later researched into and published papers on the issues
surrounding the Buddhist and traditional Chinese understanding of nature and the
environment (see references at the end of this chapter).
As soon as I had finished my A levels, I heard of a newly opened Zen Monastery in the wilds of
the Northumberland/Cumbria border, so I hitch hiked up there and stayed for my first Zen
Sesshin, an intensive seven day meditation retreat, and took the Buddhist precepts as a lay
disciple (Upasaka). I continued to visit Throssel Hole Priory for a number of years and even
spent a year there deciding whether to be a Zen monk or not. I chose the academic route and
spent the next few years learning the languages I need to pursue Buddhist Studies namely
Pali, Sanskrit and Chinese. At the same time, I began seriously training in T’ai chi ch’uan and
other Chinese Martial Arts, such as Wing Chun, and weapons systems. My main research
interests were in traditional Chinese martial arts and rituals, Buddhist Ethics and Asian
Traditions and the Environment. I developed and taught university level courses in all these
areas. My academic work and martial arts training involved research and study trips to
China, Taiwan and Malaysia. At the same time I had my dogs, and would occasionally rescue
and re-home additional dogs. Since also had a wife and two young children, and was by then
teaching martial arts, my life was very busy. I am happy to say that my children have
inherited my love for nature and the animals. They were taken to see the house martins and
robins nesting in our outbuildings, and taken out to see the buzzards and other birds of prey
in the Yorkshire Dales and Eden Valley. I whetted their appetites for the sea with a whale
watching and snorkeling trip to Hawaii, where you can also feed thousands of tropical fish in
Hanauma Bay on Oahu. As soon as they were in their early teens I trained them in scuba
diving, and we dived together in Borneo, Sarawak, Egypt, Florida Keys, the Canary Islands,
Menorca, and mainland Spain, and they became accomplished spotters of sharks and turtles.
My son and I have done many cold water, dry suit dives around Scotland and off the Farne
Islands by the Northumberland coast, where adolescent grey seals come and play with divers.
My daughter, Heather (28), is the Education and Information Officer for the Bat Conservation
Trust, UK. My son, Gavin (26) is a keen gardener, frequent dog sitter, and a natural with
animals, especially snakes, which he has a fondness for.
There are clear benefits to kids and families in having animals around, especially dogs. If the
dogs and kids are raised correctly, then the kids learn self-discipline and the importance of
being responsible for an animal and taking care of it properly. They are better socialized
generally because they learn to put the needs of the pet first at times, and so learn to be more
selfless and more caring. If they regularly walk and play with the dog, then they get the
benefit of exercise as well as the dog. Dogs in particular are known to have a calming effect on
humans. Petting your dog and playing with it can actually raise your serotonin levels. This is
the feel good hormone and so reduces stress and gives people a more positive outlook. In
addition, owning a dog can even help you live longer and prevent heart problems because
Copyright © Stewart McFarlane 2012
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regularly exercising a dog can reduce human cholesterol and triglyceride levels. I do believe
responsible dog ownership, or caring for a pet generally can help to make you a better
person. To slightly modify an old Chinese ethical argument put forward by Mou zi in the
fourth century BCE; if you had to leave your family in the care of another person, would you
choose a person who was responsible and caring towards their animals, or to someone who
beat and brutalized their animals in the name of discipline or strict training. No contest; so
we know that responsible care for and kindness to animals is one way that we can make
assessments about the character of others. We tend to trust and like the people who are kind,
and gentle with animals and avoid the morally coarse, unpleasant or macho types who are
cruel and brutal towards animals. In terms of fictional characters, based of course on real
human types, which character would we prefer to spend time with, The Horse Whisperer or
Bill Sykes, the brutal dog owner in Dickens Oliver Twist? I realise that comparing Robert
Redford’s portrayal of the former with Oliver Reed’s brilliant portrayal of Bill Sykes, rather
loads the argument in my favour.
Some parents think it is good for their kids to have pets because it helps them deal with death
and separation at the loss of a loved animal. I think I agree with this argument. Suffering the
loss of a loved dog at ten years old was a major trauma for me, but perhaps it has made me
mentally stronger, and realistic about death and similar losses. When I was eleven I
remember the grieving process that a school friend experienced when his father lost his job
and had to get rid of Carl, their beloved German Shepherd, because he was too expensive to
feed and care for. The lad was a tough chap and great footballer, easily the best in our school.
We were on scout camp together when he told me of his impending loss. The kid was
devastated. There was nothing I could do practically; we were about to move south, and I
knew my Dad didn’t like German Shepherds, so although I would have gladly taken on Carl, I
knew my Dad wouldn’t agree to it. Dad was a schoolboy in a Lancashire mining town at the
outbreak of WW2 in 1939. He learned German, and spoke it fluently, took degrees in
Geography and Mining Engineering, and later worked in the post-war German mining
industry, helping to reopen and make safe, mines that were virtually destroyed or unsafe by
the end of WW2. He had many German friends and liked Germany; but he hated Nazis and
hated GSDs. I think the strong association between Hitler and the GSD, and their military use
by the Third Reich, turned many Brits against the breed. Or perhaps he had a bad experience
in Germany, where many ex-military GSDs were dangerous, often starving, and many were
destroyed, to be eaten in some cases by equally starving Germans.
In the USA, it was different, because the standard breed for a lot of US military security work
in WW2 became requisitioned German Shepherds. They had been popular as guard dogs and
pets in the 1930’s, due to the appeal of the Rin Tin Tin movies, about the adventures of a
smart and brave German Shepherd Dog, so there was no shortage of potential recruits. After
the war, the breed had another major boost, when the majority of these dogs were returned
to their families as well trained heroes. Then the Rin Tin Tin character was revived in a TV
series, and America was in love with its GSD’s.
Getting back to the dog Carl and the grieving boy, I think my experience of losing Misty two
years earlier had made me more sympathetic to his suffering. I was the only friend he told.
No one else at school or scouts knew Carl was going. The last thing he would want was tough,
unsympathetic kids from school, teasing him. Though my father liked German’s but hated
German Shepherd Dogs, I made one further effort to acquire one, working on the familiarity
principle. When we moved south, the family whose house we were buying, planned to
emigrate to Australia, and needed to re-home their German Shepherd. He was a fine dog, and
I thought I might have a chance to take him on, since Dad had seen him many times on visits
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to the house, and couldn’t fault his behaviour, which was impeccable. He did warm to the dog,
but he was already 5 years old, and my Father said I would be better starting with a puppy
that I could raise and train myself. So I never did get a GSD until the age of 58, when I
acquired Pepsi, taking him on from my Thai mother in law, when he was too much for my
wife’s family to handle.
Filling in some further autobiographical background; apart from becoming a Buddhist at
eighteen, I also became vegan. This meant cutting out dairy produce and their by-products
from my diet. I had been vegetarian since I was eleven, but the vegan step was much more
difficult. Meat and dairy substitutes made from soya were just becoming available in the early
seventies, but tended to taste like sawdust or cardboard, so it was hard going. I started using
my own soya beans and pulses like lentils and split peas a lot. They required a lot of presoaking, so my menu planning and cooking skills had to improve. I did manage to remain
vegan for about three years, but was seriously underweight for that period. Then I got really
ill with pleurisy one winter; the effects were so bad that I nearly died, so I decided to relax
the dietary rules and reverted to being vegetarian, and have remained so ever since.
On animal welfare issues, I think that any society or community which routinely brutalizes
and exploits animals, including killing them for food, when it is not needed and wastes
vegetable and land resources, is seriously morally deficient and cannot describe itself as
civilized. Many Europeans and Americans are shocked and indignant when they see images of
truckloads of dogs in Korea and China, being taken off to be slaughtered and eaten. But they
are unconcerned at the images of truckloads of pigs in their own countries, receiving the
same brutal treatment. Why the hypocrisy? Pigs are highly developed social mammals, and
are as intelligent as dogs. Yet Westerners regard it as OK to eat pork, and support the raising
and killing of pigs on an industrial scale. I am not going to discuss here all the issues on
animal rights and vegetarianism, as they are very well argued elsewhere by philosophers
such as Peter Singer (references for some of this literature are given at the end of the
chapter).
Clearly, animals figure very centrally in human culture and history. Certain domestic species,
especially dogs, have been associated with humans for many thousands of years, perhaps
millions. The domestic dog is an ancient companion of humans, and it is possible that
domestication was taking place as we ourselves were emerging as a separate species. This
helps us understand the close and symbiotic relationship between dogs and humans. I think
it is reasonable to say that our attitude to animals and to nature is part of what defines us as
humans. When we are in harmony with nature and treat other species with respect, we
elevate ourselves as human beings. I believe this is a spiritual and ethical matter. Of course,
Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism, and many indigenous and ancient religions endorse this
attitude, but I think it applies whatever your personal belief system. Respect for nature and
kindness to animals are, I believe, fundamental human values, just as respect for and
kindness to other people should be. I hope that the stories which follow help to illustrate that
belief as it is actually lived, and hopefully, does so in an entertaining way. Because dogs have
been such a regular part of my life, and because I have learned so much through owning and
training them, I make no apology for the frequent occurrence of dog stories in this book.
Many dog-owning readers will recognize similar events and relationships in their lives with
their dogs. If they feel moved to write these up and share them, I shall be delighted. The same
obviously goes for readers’ encounters with other animals. Our encounters with animals
deeply enrich our lives, and help make us what we are. I think we should delight in those
encounters and honour and respect the animals that have made them possible.
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Pinker also reminds us of Jeremy Bentham’s insightful and influential ideas on why humans
should extend consideration and empathy to animals, and reduce their suffering. The
founding father of Utilitarianism published his comment relating to animals in 1789, "The
question is not can they reason? Nor, can they talk? But can they suffer?" (Bentham, J. 1789.
An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation. Chapter xvii.) He is saying the
capacity for suffering and not any other criterion is the essential characteristic entitling an
animal to equal consideration. The humanitarian ideas of this major Eighteenth, early
Nineteenth Century Philosopher underpin many of the arguments employed by Peter Singer
and others in support of the case for extending consideration to, and reducing the suffering of
animals.
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Chapter 1

The Elephant’s Picnic
“Leo sai, leo sai (turn left)…” I shouted, while kicking the top of the elephant’s right ear with
my bare foot. She totally ignored me and strode off to the right towards a line of leafy trees,
obviously planning a light snack. She lengthened her stride and accelerated, aware that if she
was going to get away with this stunt she would have to get her to the leaves before the
mahout arrived to stop. As the ‘honorary’ or ‘acting mahout’, I was clearly failing miserably.
Since I had been handling elephants for five years, I wasn’t doing too well. But this was no
ordinary elephant. She is the smartest elephant I have ever met, and one of the biggest. We
were good friends, but she clearly didn’t take me seriously as a disciplinarian. Kammun’s
misbehaviour with me was predictable. Like any intelligent well-trained animal, she knew
the difference between an experienced handler and a relative novice. Though I had been
working with elephants for five years by now, and I had fed and bathed Kammun at least
three times a week, I had deliberately avoided riding her. I think she saw me as a friend or a
soft touch rather than a serious mahout who would make her do as commanded. I was fine
with this, though it was a little embarrassing to see her testing the boundaries like this. She
was already curling her trunk round the branches and stripping off the leaves, and loading
them into her mouth. She was fully aware she wasn’t supposed to be there, having already
delicately stepped over a line of token boundary posts. The trees were there to provide a
natural boundary to the camp, but Kammun was treating them as a little something before
lunch, and after breakfast. She had already polished off two big bags of overripe bananas I
had scrounged from my friend in the market, as well as having worked through a pile of
pineapple plants.
Having thoroughly embarrassed me Kammun was led away by the ear by the mahout, both
he and the elephant were totally unconcerned, and he said she was just being naughty and
told me to ride her over to the water tank for a drink and cool down. She munched through
her remaining leaves and then having cleared those, got herself a big drink. First filling her
trunk, then relaying the water to her mouth. I realized what an excellent security device it is
for an elephant. It enables it to drink without lowering its head to the water. This is a safer
way to drink than that of other tall mammals that must lower their heads, and so become
more vulnerable to attack from predators. Since the trunk is also immensely strong and
flexible containing more muscles than the whole human body, it is also a very dangerous
weapon against a predator. At the same time, it is a precise handling instrument for
elephants, and even has a prehensile and highly sensitive “finger” like extension at the end
that can pick up small fruit and other objects. When a mahout dropped his keys or training
stick, he usually got the elephant to pick them up with her trunk. Kammun was a highly
trained and very dexterous elephant. I once saw her use her “finger” to pick up a camera that
a tourist had dropped. She handed it to the mahout who gave it back undamaged to the
dismayed tourist on her back. This was all done without a command being given. The trunk is
also vital in the socialization of elephants as its sensitive taste and scent glands enable
elephants to check each other out and know instantly their gender, breeding status, position
in the herd or family group and even whether they are relaxed or agitated. Kammun
invariably greeted me every morning with a wet trunk kiss, followed by an expectant holding
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of her trunk in a begging action, waiting to receive whatever goodies I had acquired from my
friends at the market.
On other occasions, I have seen her set about clearing trees for a new house at the camp, with
amazing strength and efficiency. Under her mahouts direction she had simply torn out the
small trees with her trunk and pushed over the large trees using her trunk and body weight.
Since she is well over two tons, this was not difficult. She then proceeded to break up the
trees into sections and stack them in a neat pile. The whole operation took her about twenty
minutes, area cleared and ready for the mahouts to erect the new house, basically a small
shed on raised poles with plywood sides, bamboo slats for a floor and a corrugated tin roof. It
took five mahouts and some ineffectual help from me two days to put this together, with time
out for elephant care and the odd tourist ride.
As Kammun was getting a drink from a bucket, her name was called out over the camp
loudspeaker system, to call her to the main platform to take some tourists for a short ride
around the camp or a slightly longer trek in the semi-countryside around the camp. Without
waiting for a command, she finished her drink and headed straight for the raised platform,
where the tourists could get into the riding baskets on the elephants back. So from being a
delinquent elephant ignoring every command from me, she heard her name called out and
immediately changed into a responsive and obedient elephant in work mode. All the
elephants at the camp were just as responsive; as soon as their name was called they would
stop whatever they were doing and be ready to work. She knew she was already wearing her
riding basket, so she had no need to stop at her tree near her mahout’s house, so she headed
straight to the platform, just giving me enough time to put on the official red shirt working of
the mahout and get ready for the tourists. Of course, the elephants had the added incentive
for working, in the form of bunches of bananas and bags of chopped up sugar cane which are
sold to the tourists to give to the elephants. Elephants love sugar cane, as well as bananas.
They even love durian fruit, which I managed to get for them when there was a glut in the
growing season. Since durian fruit have hard green skin covered in long spikes, at first I was
using my machete to open them up for the elephants. The mahout just laughed and said let
her do it. He tossed her a whole heavy durian plant, which is bigger and heavier than an
unhusked coconut. She delicately trod on it with enough controlled force to split it open
without squashing it. Then she used her “finger” extension on her trunk to scrape out the
pulpy fruit inside, and after eating all the inner fruit she proceeded to eat the husk as well,
spikes and all. I might have known. Since wild and mountain trekking elephants like to feed
on elephant grass, which is a huge tall grass growing almost the height of an elephant, with
each thick strand covered in needle-sharp black spikes. Despite the sensitivity of their trunks
and mouths, elephants have a technique for wrapping the grass with their trunks and balling
it so that the spikes are facing in, then eating the lot. Pineapple plant leaves are also quite
sharp, and often full of ants. The elephants deal with both by picking up a whole plant in their
trunks, holding it with the tough midsection of their trunk, and bashing the plant against a
tree or against their own front legs. This shakes out the ants, so they can’t bite the elephant’s
sensitive mouth and trunk end, it also shakes off any excess soil clinging to the roots and
softens the leaves ready to be balled up and eaten. Since our camp is in Chonburi Province, a
major pineapple growing area, the plants after the fruit is harvested, provides the staple
elephant diet at the camp. This is supplemented by grass that they graze on at night in the
patches of countryside and open spaces around the camp. Actually harvesting the pineapple
plants from the fields and loading them onto trucks to be transported to the camp, is one of
the worst jobs for a mahout. The pineapple leaves are covered in spikes that cut your hands.
You loosen the roots of each plant with a hoe and then drag the plants out by hand, throw
them into piles and then have to throw them manually onto the truck. By the end of this you
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are covered in mud and dust, you are exhausted in the heat, your hands are shredded, even if
wearing gloves, and just as a bonus, the pineapple fields harbour an interesting selection of
snakes, which don’t like being disturbed by sweaty mahouts. Fine if it is a harmless rat snake,
but the odd cobra or Malay pit viper are also known to lurk in the fields, so you have to be
careful. Strangely, although the mahouts usually wear the dark balaclava type head gear for
this job, to keep the worst of the mud and dust out of their hair and necks, they still work in
the standard Thai flip-flops, which offer no protection for the feet and ankles, should a pissed
off venomous snake decide to bite. But health and safety issues are not really a big concern
amongst rural Thais.

How I Came to Be in an Elephant Camp in
Thailand
I retired in June 2004 after 26 years as a University Lecturer. I was still only 50, but had
developed Meniere’s disease (inner ear problem) which caused dizziness, uncontrolled
vomiting attacks and increasing deafness. The extreme symptoms settled down after a few
months of not working, and being away from the stress of University bureaucracy improved
my health, and I was able to consider travelling again. I was actually glad to be out of the
University system and its increasing bureaucracy and failure to focus on real learning and
academic values. Since then, successive UK governments have pretty much destroyed the
whole of the Higher Education system.
I coped with the considerable loss of earnings by selling my house and reducing my needs, by
sharing in a rented house, and simplifying my life generally. Using the car less, walking a lot
and when well enough, cycling. I have always travelled and spent a lot of time in Taiwan in
the 1990’s on scholarships and Visiting Professorships. Later I worked for my University on
student recruitment and research links in Taiwan, China and Malaysia, so I was ready to
travel to East Asia again, as I always feel comfortable and welcomed there. I speak Chinese
(Mandarin), Malay and Thai. I travelled in Thailand on my own for two and a half months in
2005, and loved it. I stayed in Ayutthaya, the former capital just north of Bangkok; for the
temples and history, visited the National parks in the North East (Isan) for the walking and
wildlife. I also stayed on Koh Lipe, a remote island in the south Andaman Sea, doing some T’ai
chi and meditation, some snorkelling.
Then I discovered the Elephant Mahout Project through the Gap Year for Grown Ups scheme.
As I love animals and had always wanted to work with elephants, this was a great
opportunity. The month long Thai Explorer plan preceded the month at the elephant camp. I
chose the tour because it included parts of Thailand I had not visited before. The Thai
Explorer was a new experience for me as I had never been on a group tour with a guide.
It was a highly efficient way of travelling and seeing different parts of the country. Travelling
on your own is very different from travelling with a guided tour group. Solo travel is
rewarding and sometimes exhilarating, but it can be hard work. You need to keep your wits
about you: getting directions, looking out for the right bus or truck, getting dropped at the
right stop, finding places to stay; and on one occasion in Isan, helping to push the bus out of
the bus station to bump start it. Compared to all this, the Thai Explorer was convenient and
easy, with all the above eliminated, but also with some loss of spontaneity in travelling and
less interaction with local Thais. I didn’t really use my Thai until I got to the Elephant Camp.
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The high point of the Explorer Tour was trekking, elephant trekking and rafting by waterfalls
in inflatable dinghies in the remote area of Umphang in western Thailand near the Burmese
border. I could happily have spent longer there and done more of the above. As it was, we did
about a day of each activity. Staying at the school in a remote tribal village in Umphang was
another highlight. We slept on the floor and got to meet the teachers and the children who
displayed their dancing skills for us. The day after we did an elephant trek through the jungle
hill country, and that was outstanding. I elected to ride on my elephant’s neck all the way, so
after four hours I was completely bowlegged. They are surefooted and very skilful at keeping
their balance up and down the slopes on rough terrain. At the end of the trek, the elephants
wade through a deep river, and get a chance to cool off.
Mr Touch, the guide on the Eco Explorer Tour remained with us throughout and he was
excellent. He is well informed on, and really concerned with, wildlife and nature; as well as
being helpful and funny. He made sure I always had vegetarian food at meal stops, and was
very clear about the itinerary each day. If anything the tour tried to pack too much in, and the
travel became a little wearing. But Thailand is a huge and diverse country so there is a great
deal to see and do. My own preference would be to spend more time in Umphang and not
bother with the cities of Bangkok and Chiang Mai. I shall certainly return to Umphang for
longer visits, now that I live in Thailand. It is very quiet and unknown, and most Thais never
visit there.

Background information on Tai Tong Elephant
Camp
On arriving at the camp I was quite surprised at the location, it wasn’t somewhere in a
countryside or jungle, but a semi built up area on the edge of Jomtien which is just south of
Pattaya. Since the camp depends partly on income from tourist rides, being near Pattaya is a
commercial advantage. All the mahouts and most of the elephants come from Surin which is
the main elephant training and trading centre in east Thailand (Isan). The mahouts speak
little or no English, but they are helpful and friendly like all rural Thais. We had an Englishspeaking guide and two English-speaking students on work experience to help with the
training and orientation. I had already started learning Thai.
Most of the elephants are rescued from street begging, or from over use by trekking centres,
or from illegal logging. Most of the camp’s elephants are very docile females. Some have
traffic injuries or other disabilities. Many elephants that have been rescued from cities are
deaf. The first elephant allocated to me, Boon Ma, was a 45-year-old female, deaf in one ear
and with impaired vision on one side due to a cataract. She is quiet and steady, and like all of
the 21 elephants at the camp, has a really individual character. She is extremely smart, and
quite lazy. She noticeably would speed up if she knew I had a supply of fruit for her. She was
fine in general traffic but did not like the noise of a single truck or motorbike if it surprised
her. So if you are riding her you have to be on the lookout for anything which might surprise
or spook her. During my time at the camp I saw elephants using tools, namely sticks and
brushes to scratch themselves. I also saw them manoeuvring to get more food. This was
especially evident when volunteers were riding them. The elephant would deliberately slow
down and amble up to food piles to help themselves. It also appears that elephants have
friendships and enmities amongst themselves. When an elephant she liked came to visit,
Boon Ma would offer her pineapple plants with her trunk. When an elephant she didn’t like
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got close she would move her pile of pineapple plants away from the visitor and prevent her
sharing. She was also very gentle with the hens and chicks which wandered around her feet.
If they were around, she would avoid throwing her food around, which she usually did as a
habit.
She was very gentle with the children and toddlers around the camp and would stroke them
with her trunk. She greeted me every morning with her trunk, whether I had food for her or
not, so I like to think it was genuine affection and not just cupboard love. She was always
more obedient in front of an audience, preferably with cameras. Once on her way back from
overnight grazing, the mahout and I stopped to give her a drink and wash at a pond. He told
me to give all the commands as he washed her down. As a crowd of tourists and villa
residents gathered to watch and take photos, she responded instantly to my commands,
patted the children and performed immaculate bows on one knee with her head down and
trunk coiled. The tourists assumed she was my elephant and I was an experienced mahout;
but it was really down to Boon Ma’s showmanship. She has clearly been used to performing
in her past and still gets a buzz from showing off.
One very impressive tusker (mature male elephant) was rescued from Phuket after the
Tsunami. No volunteers were placed with male elephants, as they are too unpredictable.
They were hoping to get him breeding with some of the females. But so far none is yet
pregnant despite his efforts. Females are only fertile and interested in breeding once every
two years and only for a few days. Their gestation period is almost two years, so it is a slow
process.
I loved the camp, which is a series of very basic Thai village style huts where the mahouts
live. Each elephant is tied to a tree in the shade by the mahout’s hut. The camp is about three
acres with open country to two sides. So it also provides the routes for short elephant treks
for the tourist. In the evening most of the elephants are walked to bush or wooded areas to
graze and rest overnight, which means an early start (6am) to collect the elephant, brush off
the dust, walk her back and give her a drink and shower back at the camp. A series of
standpipes and water butts serve as the drinking and shower stations, so you either hose
down your elephant or throw buckets of water over with some help from their trunks. You
end up soaked and muddy, but with a clean and watered elephant. Their basic food at the
camp is pineapple plants, which are gathered by the mahouts from the fields after the fruit is
harvested. The elephants get through a pile of these every day, so twice a week mahouts and
volunteers pile into a truck to go out to the pineapple fields to gather more. As I said above,
harvesting pineapple plants is a hard, dirty and potentially dangerous job; but the elephants
have to eat, and the plants are a cheap and plentiful staple food for the elephants at the camp.
They supplement the elephants’ diet by allowing them to graze on grass and leaves at night in
the open country or woodland near the camp.
Getting used to your elephant takes about 4 to 5 days, and starts with you just leading her
around, talking to her and bribing her with bananas and anything else she likes. I made
regular trips to the market for cheap bananas and apples. Frequent bribes helps get them
used to you and are good for training in the early stages. Learning the basic commands
sufficient to ride and control them takes about 9-10 days. All commands are given in Thai,
though mine liked to be patted and told “good girl” when she did well. Boon Ma was very well
behaved if slow, and I was taking her out for rides with tourists on board after two weeks.
Other chores throughout the day include keeping their feeding area clean, sweeping up
elephant shit and waste food. Putting their riding baskets on and off, and keeping them cool
and watered. They get overheated and irritable and even sunburnt if left in direct sun too
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long, and their water intake and skin condition need to be monitored. An essential skill is
learning to get on and off your elephant from the ground by balancing on her leg and getting
her to raise it so that you can climb up and throw a leg over her neck. If the elephant decides
she can’t be bothered and puts her leg down, you are left stranded and slowly slide to the
floor. So you really have to concentrate on her movement and whether she is paying
attention to your commands. I have trained many dogs over the years, and would say that
elephants are more intelligent than dogs; and are certainly just as skilful at manipulating the
people around them. This makes them great fun to work with as well as very challenging. As
a result of recent publicity about elephant attacks on people, usually fatal, I have been asked
if they are dangerous. Working with domestic female elephants that are well treated is not
dangerous, provided you remember just how potentially dangerous they can be. You should
never tease them with food. If you have food for them, you give it in an orderly and consistent
manner. By all means let them do a favourite trick to earn a treat, but not to the point of
endless repetition. You should never disturb a sleeping elephant. You identify a sleeping
elephant by its lack of movement and the fact that its trunk will be completely relaxed with
the tip coiled on the ground. They usually sleep standing and often have their eyes open.
Working elephants need down time to sleep, rest and graze; and should be left undisturbed at
those times. You always make sure they are watered, bathed, and not left exposed in the sun
for long periods. You should not approach an elephant from behind without letting it know
you are there. Their vision is poor, so you should speak to them when approaching, and
approach from the front but not directly in front as their binocular vision is also poor. You
gain an elephants trust and confidence by talking to it, taking care of its needs, including
bribes and treats, and being consistent in your commands. Many elephants like music and
being sung to. Pung Ma even liked my off tune renderings of “You’ll never walk alone”.
Cruelty, such as hitting, use of the spike with force, and inconsistent commands are
unacceptable. A disciplinary slap or tap with a stick is not cruel if the elephant is
misbehaving, such as stealing plants and trees from someone’s garden. They are more
obedient if you carry a stick. Directional commands when riding can be reinforced if
necessary by gently prodding behind the ear with the stick. But force should not to be
overused, and damaging the ears by hitting and spiking is unacceptable. Some of the reported
elephant attacks have been the result of vicious treatment by bad mahouts, against which the
elephant has retaliated. That in my view is self-defence. The elephant which charged into the
crowd and killed a teenage British tourist at another camp in Pattaya four years ago, was the
result of the elephants being overworked in the tourist shows, coupled with the fact that the
tourists behind the girl were teasing the elephant with food. The elephant charged through to
get at the food, and the girl was crushed. I would say this was due to the irresponsible and
cruel use of elephants in shows, and idiotic behaviour by tourists in the audience. Tai Tong
camp does not stage elephant shows and only allows short rides, with a limit of two tourists
and the mahout on each elephant. I saw no instances of cruelty to elephants at the Tai Tong
camp. Another obvious rule is that you should be very wary around male elephants. They are
normally fine, but periodically they come into “musth” when they suffer a testosterone surge
and can be unpredictable and dangerous. The best clue as to whether a male is in musth is
the attitude of the female elephants to him. If they are wary and avoid him, then you should
do the same. Also, look out for stress signs such as repetitive swaying and trunk swinging,
making lunges at people and elephants, and a thick discharge flowing from the glands below
the eye. Elephants are naturally surefooted and capable of great gentleness, but you should
always concentrate when working around them and be aware of their body language and any
surprise noises or movements that might spook them.
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Some elephant experts, such as Joyce Poole, argue that there should be no domesticated
elephants. They argue that they should not be captured from the wild and raised in captivity.
I agree with this view; and in fact wild elephant capture was made illegal in Thailand in 1957.
In addition they oppose the domestic breeding of elephants for use in trekking, elephant
shows and zoos, on the basis that training and restraint of domestic elephants, even when not
intentionally harsh or cruel, is inherently against the nature of the elephant, which is
fundamentally a wild animal, and should have the freedom to roam in nature in its family
herd, not restricted and controlled by humans. In principle, I agree with this too, but it still
leaves the problem of what to do with the existing population of domestic elephants, which in
Thailand consists of about 3,500 animals. These still need to be cared for. The only facility
which gives former domesticated elephants a life of freedom coming as close as possible to
the life of wild elephants, with reduced human contact and no chains or riding, is the
Elephant Nature Park in Chiang Mai Province. This sanctuary takes care of about thirty
elephants, and is rescuing more as funds become available. Given that the domesticated
elephant population in Thailand is over 3,000 then a lot more sanctuaries like this would
have to be funded. As always, the crucial reason for the retention of domestic elephants is
money. Trekking, and performing elephants in shows, and even elephants in zoos, are big
income generators, drawing Thai and foreign tourists. Unless tourists can be educated not to
support this commercial exploitation of elephants, then the elephants will continue to be
bred and trained. Mercifully, begging elephants are now illegal in the streets of Bangkok and
other Thai cities, and local government supported projects are under way to help mahouts
and their elephants return to Surin and settle in the traditional elephant villages, and still
retain an income based on the attracting of tourists to these rural locations. Not ideal
perhaps, but better than seeing elephants suffering as they beg in polluted and noisy cities.
The wild elephant population of Thailand is about 3,000 animals in isolated herds in the
national parks such as Khao Yai National Park, Thung Yai and Huai Kha Wildlife Sanctuaries
and along the Burma border. Wild elephants are protected in Thailand by national laws and
the CITES Treaty. Elephant capture skills are still needed when one of the wild population
becomes injured or roams out of a protected forest area and onto agricultural land. This
happened when a 28-year-old bull elephant, called Plai Thang, strayed from his wild herd in
Chanthaburi Province, and wandered onto agricultural land in Trat. Mahouts from Surin who
still possess the elephant capture skills, were brought in to catch him. In the elephant capture
the mahouts rode four trained elephants close enough to the wild elephant to rope him, and
restrain him. He was checked out by vets and sedated in order to be transported and released
in a wildlife area in Chaochoengsao. The whole process of capture and loading him onto a
truck took about thirty minutes, and caused minimal stress to the elephant. It was preceded
by the traditional offerings and protection ceremony to ensure the blessing of the spirits, and
the success and safety of the operation. I shall describe this Surin based pre-Buddhist
shamanic protection ritual below.
Mr Tong, my mahout trainer in elephant care was also from Surin. He is a typical rural Thai,
kind and gentle, a good Buddhist, and very keen on Thai boxing. He spoke the Isan language,
(sometimes called “Lao” by Thais) as well as the “Suay” tribal dialect of most of the mahouts,
and of course Thai and Khmer. I gave him impromptu English lessons during the day, and he
reciprocated with some lessons in “Suay” language, which is more Khmer than Thai. I also
helped with baby minding duties, as his baby granddaughter lived next door. His son and
daughter in-law also worked at the camp. Like most rural East Asians, they do not believe in
leaving babies to cry, so they have to be picked up, comforted and carried until they go back
to sleep. If Mr Tong and family were busy with the elephants, I would be the baby-minder.
The work at the camp is quite physical but not relentless and there are many opportunities to
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sit around and chat, do some informal language work, and in my case do some T’ai chi. This
amused the elephants and the mahouts. Mahouts are very poor, so any opportunities to get
free food such as mangoes, sweet potato type roots, and even dung beetles and beetle grubs
to eat are welcomed. As a veggie, I was able to refuse the grubs and dung beetles, but the
roots and unripe mangoes with chilli and sugar were delicious. As well as treating my
elephant to pineapple, bananas and apples throughout the day, I would buy the mahouts a
supply of beer at the weekend to drink while they watched the boxing.
Traditional Thais, especially those in rural areas still revere elephants as manifestations of
the Hindu deity Ganesha. It is accurate to say that in Thailand Ganesha is seen as a Buddhist
deity, because the majority of Thais are Buddhist. Contact with elephants is seen as lucky,
especially on lottery days, when villagers will offer fruit to an elephant in order to touch its
trunk for good luck. Fortunately, for the elephants there is a major lottery draw every week.
There were specific rituals performed at the camp by the senior mahout. These are ancient
pre-Buddhist protection rituals, involving the offering of alcohol, a cooked pigs head and
flowers at a small altar at the centre of the camp. They are for the protection and blessing of
the mahouts and volunteers, and are performed at the beginning and end of the volunteers’
stay. I saw one senior mahout take a mouthful of alcohol and spray his elephants head with it.
This is an ancient protection and purification ritual used in shamanistic traditions
throughout Southeast Asia. Such rituals reflect just how integrated elephants were in
traditional life and values of many Asian rural communities.
I continue to visit the elephant camp on a regular basis, though not as often as I used to, as I
now live out in the countryside, further from the camp, and I am busy training and taking
care of my dog Pepsi, as well as my stepdaughter. Contented elephants are gentle creatures.
There is something meditative and peaceful about them when they are resting or grazing, and
it is always relaxing to just hang out with them. I have even become fond of the distinctive
musty sweet aroma of elephant, which is just as well as I have spent about six years of my life
smelling of elephant on a regular basis.
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